A comparative assessment of two techniques for investigating initial cardiovascular reflexes under acute orthostatic stress.
The physiological differences between active and passive changes in posture have been previously established. This study determined the extent of the differences in the initial cardiovascular responses to the passive head-up tilt (HUT) and the active squat-stand test (SST). Eleven females and 13 males underwent one +75 degrees HUT and one SST. Beat-to-beat diastolic blood pressure (DBP), systolic blood pressure (SBP), mean arterial pressure (MAP) and heart rate (HR) were determined non-invasively. Data were recorded 10 s prior to (control) and 30 s after tilt or stand (event). Blood pressure and HR responses were analysed by calculating the deviation from control at 10 s (T10), 20 s (T20) and 30 s (T30) after the onset of each test. The DBP response (reflecting changes in systemic vascular resistance) at T10 was -10 (2) mmHg [mean (SEM)] for the HUT and -25 (2) mmHg for the SST ( P<0.01). DBP returned to control levels by T30 for the HUT, but remained depressed for the SST. MAP responses directly reflected these changes in DBP. HR significantly increased from control values ( P<0.001) for the HUT [+14 (1) bpm] and the SST [+16 (1) bpm], and remained elevated for the entire 30-s period for both tests. This study demonstrates that although the magnitude of the initial blood pressure decrease is greater for the active SST compared with the passive HUT, the reflex compensatory response is no different, making the SST a greater challenge for the cardiovascular reflexes.